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Dear Reader, 

This report for 2017 gives an overview of the impact we created in strengthening the innovation 
ecosystem. To appreciate success and set targets for 2018, it’s important to have a quick look back from 
where we started. 

As the very first international expansion, Venture Café Rotterdam was founded in 2015, alongside 
our sister organisation CIC. The City of Rotterdam is recognized as the gateway to Europe and the 
entrepreneurial #MakeItHappen culture that defines many residents in Rotterdam created the perfect 
mix. 

In 2016 we took Venture Café from beta launch in at least 5 different locations; in the iconic building 
of Groot Handelsgebouw, to our own amazing space created by CIC on the 4th floor. We received 11,7k 
visitors and organised programming to bring money, talent and ideas together. 

2017 was for me the start to join the team as the new Executive Director. We focused on building 
up from that success and investing in a solid structure so that Venture Café could truly become the 
platform for innovators in the regional innovation ecosystem. 

This report shows that we gathered more than 13.500 people, all of whom had the goal to build 
meaningful relationships. With the sponsoring from 286 program partners we held more than 353 
sessions. On average, we welcomed over 300 visitors per week on our Thursday Gatherings. Our top 

number of this year was 500 visitors. This was when we also had a Canadian delegation visiting us 
through our Innovation Visitor Bureau (IVB) which we launched this year. We are also thankful for the 
180 volunteers (ambassadors) that help us every Thursday in creating an amazing vibe, running the bar & 
fostering the connections. 

In 2018 we can look forward to an amazing year program with monthly themes that are aligned with 
all the innovative industries in the region & events in the City of Rotterdam. Every Thursday you can find 
programming that has a mix of inspiration, arts & culture, technology and access to finance. We have 
found that creating this opportunity of cross-connections allows more meaningful connections. We 
are also looking forward to our upcoming event ‘Capital Days’ in April (theme ‘Get growing!’) with the 
mission to demystify the world of capital and to facilitate these connections in the region.

Thank you to all of the innovators in our region and beyond, that have supported us in elevating the 
innovation ecosystem. We are more motivated to build, maintain and strengthen this community and 
hope you will join us in creating an even bigger impact for 2018! 

Anoesjka Imambaks 
Executive Director 
Venture Café Rotterdam



Physical copies: 100

Rotterdam, 2018

This impact report has been created with data received through surveys, interviews and data analytics from our check-in stations 

on  Venture Café Thursday Gatherings. A big thank you to all the visitors, program partners, innovation hubs, community-members.   

A major thanks also to Venturé Café Global Institute our board members and ambassadors of Venture Café Rotterdam. And a 

special ‘thank you’  to CIC Rotterdam and their clients. 
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Connecting innovators to make things happen!

Venture Café Rotterdam Foundation is a non-profit organisation and part of a global network.
The Venture Café movement started as an experiment in 2010 in Boston, with the simple hypothesis: 
“‘if we bring together innovators and entrepreneurs to foster spontaneous conversations and cross-
pollination of ideas, they will come up with never- before imagined innovations to make the world a 
better place and generate economic growth.”

Goal & Mission
Our goal is to build an innovation community and to accelerate innovation within the regional 
ecosystem. The foundation does that by offering programming and connections that build  
relationships between students, startups, entrepreneurs, corporates, investors and other organisations. 

Our mission is to broaden, connect and support the innovation community through offering a freely 
accessible network with programming to help anyone with an idea to succeed.  

By connecting innovators, we create impact and foster innovation and growth. 

We believe that:
- Anyone with an idea has the potential to become a successful entrepreneur or innovator

- Isolation is the enemy of innovation: relationships are a critical success factor for entrepreneurship and 
innovation

- Cross-over connections between innovators from various industries can catalyse innovation & impact

- Equal access to a social support system can strengthen entrepreneurship, communities and 
economies

We are a Global network
Venture Café Foundation was founded 2010, in the Boston Cambridge Innovation Center (CIC). Now we 
are a part of a Global Venture Café Network, which is an independent non-profit organisation.  

Venture Café Rotterdam is the first European expansion. Other Venture Cafés are located in Boston, 
St. Louis, Miami and Winston-Salem. In 2018, the movement will expand to Philadelphia (USA), Warsaw 
(Poland) and Tokyo (Japan), and with more exciting locations in the pipeline.

Every week we host the largest innovation community event in the world, known as the Thursday 
Gathering, with more than 2,000 visitors every week. It’s the power of ‘offline’ contact that initiates 
meaningful connections and which can accelerate innovation. We call it ‘engineered serendipity’: we 
provide innovators with a place to meet, we offer programming to inspire and we facilitate in building 
relationships. 



Community Connect
We are building an innovation community by curating 

programs that provide cross-over encounters with diverse 

industries and which stimulate building of relationships 

between innovators, both nationally and internationally.



Growth Connect
Accelerating innovation by providing equal access to 

capital, access to an international network and facilitating 

partnerships between corporates and startups.



City Connect
Building an innovation community and accelerating 

innovation by providing a platform for innovation hubs and 

other startup initiatives in effort to strengthen these and 

with a strategic focus on regional reinforcement.



Talent Connect
Innovation contributes to economic development and ‘next 

economy jobs’. It’s all about education, skills, leadership and 

providing personal growth opportunities. 



The 4 pillars 
of Venture Café

Venture Café 2017 at a glance

Community

Programming

Online

Visits Locally 

Visits Globally

Average weekly visitors

Average first time visitors

Program Partners

Sessions held

Visits website

Social Following + Newsletter

13 500

100 000

300

34%

286

353

100 000

13 000







In order to broaden, connect and support the innovation community, 

we offer programming along 4 pillars.
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360° programming

Bringing people together with interesting topics

We had the pleasure of working with many program 
partners making a noticeable impact in Rotterdam 
and the region. 

In 2017 we started with weekly themed Thursday 
gatherings such as: fail fast learn quickly, sustainable 
fashion, food, nanobiology, sports and aerospace.

After the summer, we decided to move away from 
weekly themes and implemented monthly themes 
instead to be able to dive deeper into the  subjects and 
to provide multiple opportunities for the community 
to get inspired around the selected subject. As of 
September the themes we focused on were; Diversity 
& Resilience, Blue & Social, #StartMeUp and Big Data, 
You & AI. 

286 353 300
program partners sessions held weekly visitors on average

Startup

9%

15%

9%

6%

Academia

Corporate

Government

Hub partner

Investor

35%

27%
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External events

Exploring Rotterdam Innovation City
In 2017 we did several events next to our Thursday Gatherings. We are a platform for the innovation ecosystem and 

working closely with other innovation hubs in the region to support and build an innovation community.  In this chapter 

we showcase a selection of these activities!

1. In April, we hosted a Thursday gathering around “Fail Fast, 

Learn Quickly” as part of the StartupDelta Tour through the 

region South Holland including many innovation hubs and 

Special Envoy Constantijn van Oranje.

2. Also in April, together with CIC, we hosted the kick-off of 

StartupFestEurope’s 2018 edition themed “Global Challenges, 

Startup Solutions”

3. During North Sea Jazz Round Town in July, we had our 

ambassadors hop on their bikes to explore different areas 

of Rotterdam South, to meet with jazz musicians and spot 

potential opportunities for collaboration within the Southern 

region of Rotterdam.

4. At the end of August we partnered up with World Port 

Days and hosted a full special on the topic on our Thursday 

Gathering, as well as being community partners of the World 

Port Hackathon.

5. Together with BlueCity010 we created “Circular Rotterdam”, 

a full-blown Venture Café gathering on a Tuesday in October 

at the location of BlueCity010, the former swimming pool 

Tropicana.

6. We partnered with ECE & Get in the Ring on Thursday, 

November 16th when over 1,000 innovators were in the 

Science Tower and at Venture Café. 
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We see that a lot of startups find it difficult to find the right investors for their 

business and product. Often when approaching investors, startups face a barrier 

in how to create a relevant connection with an investor. Capital Tour XXL’s 

mission is to demystify the world of capital and facilitate these connections.

On March 15th, 100 startups hopped on their bikes to connect with relevant 

investors and get to know their way of thinking at investors’ headquarters during 

Capital Tour XXL Rotterdam.



CAPITAL TOUR XXL ROTTERDAM



RDM Rotterdam Tweeting about Capital Tour XXL’s 

visit, March, 2017.
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During Techilicious promising tech startups and C-level representatives of 

corporates dined together. This exclusive event gave selected startups and 

tech Captains of Industry the unique opportunity to join forces to fuel success. 

Through a thoughtful matchmaking process, startups and corporates got to 

know each other, shared visions and found opportunities to collaborate.

Let’s dine to deal!



80+
deals made

35
corporates

35
startups

LipoCoat BV talking about their successful deals made at Techilicious
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On September 28th we organized a full day event – The Resilient City – together 

with CIC, Noorderwind, VPdelta, Rijkswaterstaat & Gemeente Rotterdam and 

supported by the innovation partners of Rotterdam

During The Resilient City, we focused a full day on water-, energy-, cultural-, 

social- & cyber resilience with expert speakers, panel discussions and plenty of 

networking. Locally as well as internationally! A diverse community of 400 people 

joined the 11 different sessions on the topic of resilient cities!

The Resilient City took place at CIC in Groot Handelsgebouw, which is an icon to 
the rebuilding of Rotterdam and a great example of the city’s resilient heritage. 

  

I was impressed by the vibe of Venture Café and by the input we got from 

the audience!

Jan Peter Balkenende  
Chairman of the International Advisory Board Rotterdam
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Bart van der Zande  
BlueCity010

Circular Rotterdam

  

On Tuesday, October 24th we teamed up with BlueCity to organize our very 

first edition outside of our home-base at CIC. We are welcomed innovative start-

ups, corporate professionals, researchers and civil servants to accelerate both 

their own circularity ambitions and the cities movement towards a blue, circular 

economy.

200+
visitors

Partnering with Venture Café brought 

two worlds closer together, with new 

energy, collaborations and connections 

as a result. We expect that we will both 

keep on building these bridges!
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Our partners

Important partners in 2017
Venture Café thrives on the support of our partners who bring expert 

knowledge, a relevant network and inspiration to the innovation 

community.

We thank all 2017 program partners who have brought value to 

strengthening the innovation ecosystem, either by a financial or an in-kind 

contribution!

Base Cyber Security, JOA Ventures, Ephita, Always Hello, LS&H 

Lawyers, Aegex, CIC Rotterdam, KPN, Innovation Quarter, 

Hogeschool van Rotterdam, Professional Rebel, Kamer van 

Koophandel, Canada Atlantic States, TEDxRotterdam, Veneficus, 

sente.link, Singularity University, #meervrouwenaantafel, RVO, 

Co-Motion, Dutch Basecamp, DRIFT, Philips Innovation Awards, 

StartupDelta, Lean Startup, Chengdu Lvyun Tech Limited, EIT 

Health Launchlab, Virtual Adventures, Holland Premium Gold, 

Sparkelon, Firmhouse. Shell International, EIT Health Benelux, 

Cyriel Kortleven, TUDelft, Noorderwind, Elske Doets, De Nieuwe 

Poort, AirDnD, Van Chefs

Sponsors in 2017
Startup Fest Europe talking about kicking off their 

program in June, 2017.
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361degreesLAB
Accenture
Aegex
AIESEC Rotterdam
Aimy
Airbus Defence & Space Netherlands 
AirDnD
Algra Solutions
Always Hello
Andy Mosmans & Company
Angel Academy
Baron Vermouth by Highstreet Spirits
Base Cyber Security
Bike & Bite
BlueCity010
BlueCity Lab
Bridge, Marsh and De Bok
BroodNodig
Capital Tour XXL
Cateringa & Kompanen
Canada Atlantic States
CFD Alpha Tech
Chamber of Commerce
CGI
Chengdu Lvyun Tech Limited
Chivas Regal (Pernod Ricard 
Nederland)
CIC Rotterdam
Citi
CityLab010
City of Rotterdam 
Clean Tech Delta
Climate-KIC
Climate-KIC Benelux
clockworks.co

CoffeeBottle
ConnectechNL
Cor the Coach
Craft Academy
Crowdfunding Meetup Rotterdam
CyrielKortleven.com
Damen Shipyards
Dance & Creative Wellness 
Foundation
De Nieuwe Poort
De Ontmoetingsplek
De Wereld Van Morgen
Deloitte
Deloitte Real Estate
Delta Cycling
DiSRPTV Droomstarters
DRIFT - Erasmus University 
Rotterdam
Dutch Waste Management
DutchBasecamp
ECE Students
Ecosummit
Eindhoven University of Technology
EIT Health LaunchLab
Elegancy 101
Elske Doets
Engineers Without Borders
ENTRY2MARKET
Equidam
Erasmus University Rotterdam 
Ethnoborrel
EY
EYEFORCE
Faculty of Aerospace Engineering TU 
Delft

fairf
Fashion tr
Female Ventures
Finanza Rijnmond
Firmhouse
FITSHE
Funk-e
Future Flux Festival
FY Fine Jewelry
Garage2020
Gemeente Rotterdam
Gemeente Utrecht
Green Sea Guard B.V.
Greyt
Hans Schnitzler
Hidalgo Consultancy
HiiL Justice Accelerator
Hogeschool Rotterdam
Holland FinTech
Houthoff Buruma
How It Is To Be You
IABx - Jan Peter Balkenende & 
Siobhan Burger
IBM Watson Internet of Things
IDD Festival Rotterdam
Ideomaker
iGEM TU Delft 2017
Impact Hub Rotterdam
Influentials
ING
Ingu Solutions
Inholland University - Engineering 
Entrepreneurship
InnovatieLink
InnovationQuarter

IRO
ISR Student Association
iTanks
JOA Ventures
JOHAN Sports
Join ELM
JSO
Kamer van Kooophandel
KarTent
KEES
Kirsten Eerland
KLANKBORD Coaching
Klup
KPN
Kukka
LabFresh
Launchtime Podcast
LEAD TCM&L
Leap the Innovation Agency
Lennart van der Ziel
LIFE Rotterdam
LiquidGold B.V
Localyse
LoopedGoods
LS&H Lawyers
Lysias
MARCILLAUD
MC Collignon The Conscious 
Collection BV
McNetiq
MCS Fulfiilment
Mindfulness out of the box
more.
MyHappyList
Nerdalize

Netherlands Aerospace Center
Netherlands Enterprise Agency
New Business Matters
Next Wave Innovation Ltd
NJR
Nocto International B.V. 
Noorderwind
NU∙NNU
Nuffic
Nuon
OHP consulting office
On The Rocks B.V.
OptimusAd
Oxfam Novib
Peak Capital
PHI Factory
Philips Innovation Award
PortXL
Priva
PrivacyPerfect
Proef
Professional Rebel
Propeaq - By Chrono Eyewear 
Proposition Hero
PwC
Queal
QURE Clothing
R’damse Nieuwe
Radio Brasa
RauwCC
Rawsome Life
RE_INVENT
Recreate
Research Centre Business Innovation
Restart Network

Risbo
Rockstart
Rotter-DAM
Rotterdam Expat Centre
Rotterdam Partners
Rotterdammertjes
RVO
Sales&Co
Sanoma
Sasja Hagens
satsearch.co
SBIC Noordwijk
SCALE-UP Project
sente.link
SGG Corporate Solutions
Shell International
ShoppingGuide
Silk Route Partners
Singularity University
Simone van Hulst
SKIM
Social Enterprise NL
Socratic Design Academy
Space Explorers NL
Sport eXperience
Stadsgas
STAR Study Association Rotterdam 
School of Management
StartupDelta
Stichting iFund
Storro BV
STUDIO.WHY
Superuse Studios
Swing brasil
Symbid

T-Minus Engineering B.V.
TAAP
Tailwind Crowd
Talitha Muusse
TEDx Rotterdam
TEKKOO
The Boom Bus
The Event Store - De Banenborrel
The Underhound Network
thecamp
TheNextWomen
TheTutorist
Tony de Bree
Travis the Translator
TU Delft Solar Boat Team
Turing Society
UberWasser
Ugoo
UnikBlends
VanChefs
VanPaz
Veneficus Fact Based Decisions
Verhaert Netherlands
Vers+
VNO-NCW Regio Rotterdam 
wealthcoach.nl
Wageningen University
WestHolland Foreign Investment 
Agency (WFIA)
Wetskills
Why Not 3?
Willem de Kooning Academy
Witte de With Center for 
Contemporary Art
Wolfpack

Wolfsbergen Van Haarlem
WOO Sports
World Port Hackathon
World Startup Factory
YES!Delft
Young & Fair and Fair Trade
Your Legal Match
Your Professional Coach
Youth Food Movement
Z3Dlabs

In 2017 we hosted these program partners!

Interested in joining our 
program?  
Please, reach out to us to 
discuss the possibilities:  
Team@VentureCafeRotterdam.org. 
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Demographics

Demographics

In 2017, many steps have been made to create a clearer overview of the 

demographics of those who attend the Thursday Gathering and other 

connection events. 

One example is the installment of the new check-in kiosk system (Kiosk 

2.0). Which, besides receiving a cosmetic upgrade, also collects more 

information about the attendees so that we can perfect our programming. 

In this chapter we share some of that information.

12k 300 34%
visits in 2017 weekly vistors on average weekly first time vistors

Every time i visit, I notice how 

incredible the dynamics are 

around here. Venture Café 

Thursday Gatherings are always 

busy, visited by entrepreneurs, 

investors and corporates from 

the whole region!

Maarten Struijvenberg  
Deputy Mayor, Employment & 

Economy, City of Rotterdam,
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Number Gatherings 48

13 500

300

How do you identify yourself?

Visits this year

Average weekly

35%

Visitor Frequency 

15%

First time 2-4 5-8 9+

20%

30%

25%

34%

22%

31%

13%

35%

Primary role in the community

15%

Startup 

Employee 

Or Founder

Service 

Provider

Investor Corporate 

Employee

Student

20%

30%

25%

32%

13%

4%

17%

31%

Thursday Gathering Visitor Statistics

Mature

21%
27%

16%

10%

26%

Concept

Seed

Funded

Growth

Stage of business

They

36%

1%

62%

1%

He

Ze

She
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Online and social reach

This year we have focused on building a strong online bond with our 

community where our website and newsletter have become the strongest 

tools to achieve that.

To enhance direct contact we have been focusing more on Twitter and 

Instagram since Q4. Instagram immediately became the favorite choice for our 

community to come with questions, suggestions and general comments of all 

our social media channels.

100k 26k+ 13k
page views on website unique website visitors social following + newsletter

Communication is key!

Travis The Translator formed their founding 

team with people they met during the 

Thursday Gatherings. In March 2017, they had 

an info table at every Venture Café station 

around the world. They managed to collect 

more than a million euro in funding for their 

product in that year.

/ VentureCaféRotterdam / VentureCaféRdam

/ venturecaférotterdam / venturecaferotterdam

Social media
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Launchtime podcast

Launchtime Podcast
Launchtime is a podcast focusing on the Dutch innovation 

community. It’s a 30 min long show that is great for a lunch 

break! It’s perfect for startups, corporates, enthusiast and 

visionaries. It’s about the beginning of something new. Hence 

the name Launchtime.

This year the podcast has brought up the topics Circular 

Economy, Internet of Things, Resilient City, Startup Incubators, 

Being Connected & Future of Education. Welcomed in those 

episode were experts such as Lars Crama (BlueCity010), John 

Tillema (Tweetonig), Evert-Jaap Lugt (Yes!Delft), former Prime 

Minister Jan-Peter Balkenende (IABx), Prof. Wolf Ketter (RSM 

Erasmus University), Prof. Dr. Bob de Wit (Nyenrode Business 

Universiteit) and Teodor Cătăniciu (Restart Network). 

The podcast is created by Nick Kiran, Lorenzo van Galen and 

powered by Venture Café and CIC.

Artwork made by Studio 3 times a day.
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Venture Café is a global network!

As Venture Café has grown from Cambridge to St. Louis, Miami and 

Rotterdam, a new parent organization has been formed to overview the 

expansion of the mission worldwide. The global headquarters is located in St. 

Louis.

Deputy Mayor Maarten Struijvenberg about Global 

Executive Director’s Gathering @ CIC Rotterdam, 

September, 2017.

Venture Café globally hosts the 
largest weekly event for innovators 
in the world!
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Innovation Visitor Bureau

 

By the end of 2017, we launched Innovation Visitors Bureau (IVB) 

which connects innovation players worldwide to Rotterdam’s innovation 

ecosystem. IVB provides introductions and facilitates opportunities to 

visit Rotterdam innovation-related institutions and to take part in local 

innovation-related activities. Our goal is to foster international linkages with 

the South-Holland regional innovation economy with the aim of creating 

concrete, valuable outcomes. IVB-organized visits provide visitors with insight 

into Rotterdam’s vibrant innovation ecosystem and provide a starting point 

to initiate collaborations. Through IVB you can meet the money, talent, 

ideas that are the backbone to Rotterdam’s innovation ecosystem and truly 

understand how Rotterdam makes it happen.

6
organized tours



Startup Visa



In 2017, we facilitated 7 entrepreneurs in the Startup Visa Program. 

Since January 1st 2015, the Dutch government made it possible 

for ambitious entrepreneurs to easily start a business in The 

Netherlands through a startup visa. This visa, grants you a one year 

period to build an innovative company in The Netherlands.

Venture Café Rotterdam, in partnership with CIC Rotterdam, 

are facilitators for this program. We are specifically focused on 

providing a package of support tailored to the specific needs of 

the startup. This is how we are helping experienced entrepreneurs 

from around the world found and grow their companies in the 

Netherlands.

Due to the support of Venture Café and 

CIC for my start up visa: 

My dream after setting up business in 

Hong Kong and Indonesia, is to expand 

my innovative, sustainable jewelry 

business to the Netherlands.

To make this happen i applied for a 

Startup Visa. With the help of CIC and 

Venture Café as facilitator I was able to 

achieve this goal and take my next step 

in my business!

Furthermore the people of Venture 

Café are helping me by giving me 

the opportunity to connect with 

their network. Such as my jewelry is 

collecting by the 1st lady of Curacao 

and I received a visit of the mayor of 

Rotterdam because of his interest to my 

Rotterdam Cube Jewelry collection!

It was a great visit and we 

have learned many things 

and the process of sharing the 

experience and knowledge will 

help both of us organization 

to operate and manage our 

impactful investment activities 

towards entrepreneurship 

development.

Ferlin Yoswara  
Market Your Jewelry B.V.

Canadian Delegation Visiting Venture Café Rotterdam on June 15th 

Shafiqur Khan 

Oxfam Delegation

7
global entrepreneurs facilitated
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A caring team is a strong team

Success in any industry goes hand-in-hand with 
innovation: the ability to produce new ideas, 
provide better solutions, and pioneer new 
products.  
Working closely with these innovators and 
being a part of their journey is very inspiring. 
This community is truly supporting each other 
through the hustle, the failures and in the 
celebrations.  
I hope that we can also inspire young people 
to foster an entrepreneurial mindset which 
should be seen as a basic skill and a career 
opportunity, as well as an essential part of 
personal development”. For me Venture Café is 
the place where relationships are built, talent 
comes together and where ideas are created to 
change the world.

Arriving only a year ago with an open mind 
and interest to connect, Venture Café gave 
me the community I was looking for. It’s been 
an amazing ride getting to understand the 
Rotterdam Innovation ecosystem, and creating 
meaningful relationships with all the innovators 
that #MakeItHappen! I am so excited to keep 
working with our partners and community to 
make this great city even greater! Cheers to all 
of you that have supported us in strengthening 
this innovation community!

Serendipities may open unexpected, but 
exciting doors. I sincerely believe in the power 
of it, since a series of serendipities has shaped 
my career and eventually led me to Venture 
Café in 2017. I find it great to be able to actively 
engineer serendipities for our innovation 
community through the curation of relevant 
programs, the making of connects and building 
meaningful partnerships. Looking forward 
to taking this to the next level in 2018 and to 
further support the innovation community in 
their mission for growth and success!

My heart ticks for community, connecting 
people and giving insight to those who want 
and need it. Venture Café seems to be the 
perfect playground where these passions come 
together. I love to find myself surrounded with 
people who are not stopped by an obstacle, 
but instead use all available resources to 
make sustainable change. Venture Café is a 
playground because it is where people make 
fun while bringing this change. I’m happy to be 
one of the players.

We are all very alike as human beings. Even 
though, our beliefs may differ we still work for 
the development of our society. Bringing people 
together, viewing 360° on topics and ideas 
is a growing ground for a healthy innovation 
community! 
It’s wonderful working with this community, 
supporting ideas and dreams that improves our 
future, all while being surrounded by inspired 
minds.

Noelani Reyes, 
Innovation Community Lead

Anoesjka Imambaks, 
Executive Director

Damaris Verboom, 
Community Manager & Bar lead

Laura van Bekkum, 
Program & Partnership manager

Andreas Stillman, 
Creative Director
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Aad Ketting
Abdalhameed Alhowidi
Adam Shpilt
Adriana Meszarosova
Aleksandra Maciejewska
Amanda Bernoster
Anas Almostafa
Anh Doan
Anna Belikova
Annet Schipper
Anouk van Helvert
Anske Plante
Artem Syniuk
Arthur Petit
Asli Boru
Bas van Wieringen
Ben Hayward
Brend Kouwehoven
Carol Chalhoub
Ceylan Yurdakul
Claire Tettroo
Coen de Heer
Daniel Maas
Dimitri Baratin
Dinesh Ori
Dirk Huisman
Edwin van den Houdt
Elena Biasi
Erik Wellen
Erwin van Rooijen
Ferdi Jansen
Frank Heijdenrijk
Frederick Rustler
Frida Stillman
Gabriel McIntosh
Gabriel Waiandt
Gerard Bergsma
Gerryt Hooning
Gisele Warner
Hans Huurman
Henk Smith
Henk vooijs
Herman van de Berg
Ilya Breitner
Irene Cheryeth
Iris Bloem

Ivas Liberis
Iveta Fiedlerova
Jan-Willem Stoffer
Jelle Hylarides
Jeremy Raes
Jesse van der Mieden
Jim Redpath
John van der Stelt
Jorn Douwstra
Julia Oomens
Julian Scholte
Kaarmuhilan Kalaiyarsan
Kaoutar Chennaf
Kaz van Rootselaar
Kieran Cerf
Kirsten Eerland
Kishan Khoenkhoen

Koen Hondebrink
Koen Voskamp
Kristel Thieme
Laurens van Dort
Lisette Braakenburg
Lois Dickhoff
Lucas de Peinder
Lucas Rozenboom
Luigi Hu
Luuk Schipper
Lyubka Sokolova
Maarten Keesman
Madhavi Patandin
Mahmoud Almorahlee
Mandy Kok
Manouck Veenman
Marcio Leite
Maria Koene
Maria Perez
Marie-Jose van den Boomgaard
Mariel VenHuizen
Marijn Merx

Marissa van der Voort
Mark Norbruis
Marnix Schop
Martijn Claassen
Matthijs Goes
Max Bakker
Mayasa Quacqess
Melissa Ablett
Melissa Blokland
Meng Li
Menno de Haan
Michelanca Zuiverloon
Mike Ijzendoorn
Misheil Philib Zaky Boulus
Mo Radjab
Mohammad Abu Hassan
Mohammad Ghaith Alseirawan
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THANK YOU,
our amazing ambassador team!

The Ambassador Program, is an opportunity for you, as a volunteer,  to connect on a deeper level with our 

community and to be an important part of Venture Café. Our Thursday Gatherings would not be possible 

without the support of our amazing Ambassadors. 

Join the team and help strengthen the Innovation Ecosystem! 

Interested in being an program ambassador? Read more here bitly.com/become-ambassador!

The Ambassador Program
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Looking forward In 2018 our programs revolve around monthly themes to create focus 

and to ensure there is a relevant community in house for you to get 

connected to. The monthly themes of Venture Café are selected 

based on regional and (inter)national innovation agendas, the activities 

of our innovation partners as well as the needs and interests of our 

community. 

Interested in joining our program? We have several opportunities for 

you to contribute! Please reach out to us to discuss the possibilities: 

Team@VentureCafeRotterdam.org. 

Interested in being an program ambassador? Reach out to:  

Team@VentureCafeRotterdam.org.

Introduction Program 2018
Venture Café touches and builds 

upon so much in the regional 

innovation ecosystem. Amongst 

tons of activity, this year they 

exposed numerous foreign 

delegations to the innovation 

happening in our region 

through IVB, directly connected 

entrepreneurs and investors during 

Capital Week and Capital Tour XXL, 

and maintained the quality and 

quantity of attendees during their 

weekly gatherings. I look forward to 

seeing what the next year brings.

Melissa Ablett  
General Manager CIC Rotterdam
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20
18

JANUARY

Inspiration

Futurescapes

FEBRUARY

High Tech & Big Data

RoboDome

MARCH

Human Resources

Got Talent?!

APRIL 

Access to Capital

Get Growing!

MAY 

CleanTech & Circular

Think Green

JUNE 

Arts & Architecture

Cross Culture

JULY 

Summer program

Future of Travel

AUGUST 

Summer program 

Summer Detox

SEPTEMBER 

Sustainable solutions for City & Port 

City & Port Challenges

OCTOBER 

UN Sustainable Goals 

Global Challenges, Dutch 
solutions

NOVEMBER 

Life Sciences & Health + Agri

Health, Wellbeing & Food

DECEMBER 

FinTech & Financials

Closing the Books

Monthly themes 2018 January Inspiration and molding your future / 
Futurescapes

Many start a new year with wishful resolutions, 
setting goals for the year and frame questions 
that need answering. Therefore, we’d like to start 
off the year by making January-theme about 
inspiring you through different perspectives and 
new ideas opening doors to reinvent yourself and 
your way of living.

February High Tech Industries and Big Data / 
RoboDome

This month we focus on everything high 
tech. And with the large conference 
RoboBusinessEurope taking place in Rotterdam 
this month, Venture Café will be your place to be 
for Robotics this month. 

March Human Resources & Talent Development 
/ Got Talent?!

Talent: corporates thrive on it, and the innovation 
community has it! Think recruiting, gamification, 
a new MBA program as well as corporate-startup 
connects. Also the Open Mic is back to offer a 
platform for our community to show their skills 
and talents!

April Access to Capital & Personal Growth / Get 
growing! 

Business and personal growth: that’s what it’s 
about this month! Our special: Rotterdam will 
be hosting the Capital Days, providing unique 
opportunities to get access capital. Venture 
Café oversees the organization and will host the 
Capital Tour XXL Rotterdam as part of it.

May CleanTech & Circular / Think Green

Cleantech and circular economy are booming in 
the Netherlands. This month the industry players 
are offered a platform to showcase the latest 
developments, successes and challenges.

June Arts & Architecture + Internationalization / 
Cross Culture

This month we go cross culture: we link with 
Rotterdam Zuid, other Dutch cities and host an 
Expansion Café for those who plan to take their 
business abroad. Also: it’s Architecture month in 
Rotterdam, so time to highlight developments in 
Arts & Architecture in our country. 
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/ VentureCaféRotterdam

Visit us at

Stationsplein 45 @ CIC Rotterdam

3013 AK, Rotterdam

Zuid-Holland, The Netherlands

T +31 (0)10 808 00 13

Be part of the discussion and meet our community at our  
Thursday Gatherings any time between 17:00 to 20:00!

Programming and community connect online 
VentureCafeRotterdam.org!

/ VentureCaféRdam

/ venturecaférotterdam

/ venturecaferotterdam

Social media

July Summer program / Future of Travel

As most of us travel during summer, we will 
talk the future of travel: the technological 
developments in transportation, but also the 
destinations to go to. And let’s not forget the 
power of the mind which can take you places 
without the need of physical movement..

August Summer program / Summer Detox

Entrepreneurs are passionate and have a 
24/7 mindset in order to make their business 
successful. Sometimes this may take its toll. This 
month we will ensure there is time to reflect, de-
tox and prevent any form of stress when kicking 
off again in September.

September Sustainable solutions for City & Port / 
City & Port Challenges

As Rotterdam organizes a new edition of the 
Wereldhavendagen (World Port Days), Venture 
Café will highlight sustainable solutions for both 
city and port.

October UN Sustainable Goals / Global 
Challenges, Dutch Solutions 

When Rotterdam hosts the InnovationExpo 
and a large international community is around 
to tackle social challenges, we will provide a 
platform to showcase what the Netherlands has 
to offer to solve these global challenges.

November Life Sciences & Health + Agri / Health, 
Wellbeing & Food

The Netherlands is a hotspot for life science 
innovation and offers a unique location for agri 
and horticulture activities. This month food, LS&H 
and agri will be well-represented in our program.

December: FinTech & Financials / Closing the 
Books

End of year: time to close the financial books! Get 
inspired around the latest FinTech developments, 
new ways of payments, but also time for 
administration, tax reporting  and ways to 
generate revenue.




